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Approved Minutes
Special Meeting of the

AC TRANSIT RETIREMENT BOA.RD
May ig, zoi7

ROLL CALL

Chair Jeffrey Lewis called the meeting to order at approximately io:o5AM

Members Present: Joyce Willis, Sue Lee, Davis Roemer, Vice Chair Yvonne Williams, and
Chair Jeffrey Lewis
None
None

Absent at Roll Call
Members Absent:

Also Present: Hugo Wildmann, Retirement System Manager; Bertha Ng, Retirement System
Analyst; Russell Richeda, Legal Counsel; (the following individuals were at part of the meeting)
Claudia Allen, AC Transit Chief Financial Officer; Kevin Novak, NEPC; Kyle Spradling, Senior
Project Manager; Ralph Martini, Controller; Mike Hursh, General Manager; Diana Nguyen, Sr.
Financial Analyst; Mary Archer, Project Manager; Christopher Andrichak, Director of
Management and Budget; Richard Oslund, Principal Financial Analyst; Claude Kramer, Sr.
Financial Analyst-Financial Reporting; Oliver Marschner & Barry Ollie, City of London; Dan
Ryan & Tim Atwill, Parametric; Graham Schmidt & Anne Harper, Cheiron

PUBLIC COMMENTS

None

CONSENT CALENDAR

MOTION: 'WILLIAMS/WILLIS(5-o-o-o)

Aces:
Noes:
Abstain
Absent:

Member Willis, Lee, Riemer, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair Lewis - 5
None
None
None

APPROVED

A. Approval of Minutes for April i3, 20i7

APPRO'VBD

B. Approval of Financials for March 20i7

APPROVED
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C. Approval of Invoices for $i85,592.72

APPROVED

D. Approval of Retirement for May / June 20i7
i. Nolan Lee (May)
2. Annette Owens (May)
3. Anna Mcclain Term -- Vested (May)
4. Dwight Dawkins - Conversion (May)
5. James Dyas (June)

APPROVED

The Board would like to acknowledge Annette Owens for 28 years of service, Anna Mcclain for
32 years of service, and James Dyas for 32 years of service.

Hugo informed the Board that Albert Yam, Retirement System Analyst was out of the country
dealing with a family medical issue and Director Christian Peeples was in Canada at a
transportation conference.

REGULAR (:ALENDAR

E. Investment Performance, Rebalancing and Asset Allocation

Kevin Novak flom NEPC updated the Board on the performance of the Plan in 20i7. The
plan had returned 5.7% through the end of April. U.S. equity markets were up by roughly 7%
in 20i7 with international and emerging market equities outperforming U.S. equities. Kevin
noted the performance of several of our managers and responded to several questions from
Board members.

Kevin stated that strong corporate earnings are driving much of the US results

F. Emerging Market Equity Overview

Hugo reminded the Board that the City of London has a unique investment approach. They
purchase shares in closed end mutual funds. Parametric, on the other hand, has a strategy
of underweighting the really large countries and companies in the emerging market
universe. City of London has outperformed their benchmark by a substantial amount since
we hired them while Parametric has only slightly outperformed their benchmark since
inception. In the most recent periods, City of London is outperforming while Parametric is
underperforming.

G. Investment Presentation by Emerging Market Equity Manger City of London

Oliver Marschner & Barry Ollif from City of London made the presentation on behalf of the
City of London. Oliver introduced Barry and described his many years of experience
managing emerging market equities. Barry review'ed their strategy of purchasing closed end
funds at a discount and expecting the discount to decline. He mentioned that they also focus
on what country they should be investing in. He mentioned that even though discounts have
not tightened in the recent past, they have been able to outperform their benchmark in an
environment that Bally described as a headwind.
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He described the closed end fund business and the pressure on the Boards of some of these
funds to take action to narrow the discount between where the funds trade and the intrinsic
value of the fund. He also mentioned the economic incentive for the fund management
companies to allow the funds they manage to trade at a discount. The presentations and
Board questions lasted roughly 45 minutes.

The Board was in recess from ii:ii am until ii:2i am

H. Investment Presentation by Emerging Market Equity Manger Parametric

Dan Ryan, our client relationship manager, introduced Tim Atwill, who is the Head of
Investment Strategy. Dan informed the Board that they implemented a fee reduction
elective November i, 20i6 that reduced their fees from I.o5% to o.78%. Tim described the
Parametric approach to managing emerging market equities. They focus on broad
diversification and have a much more diversified portfolio than the benchmark. Their
approach will tend to lead to underperformance when the large countries in the index (by
market capitalization) outperform the index, as has occurred in the recent past. Tim
described how the outperformance of China leads to Parametric underperforming the index.
We have been in a period when the large countries in the index, like China, Taiwan and
Korea, have outperformed and the underweight in our portfolio of these countries has
negatively impacted our performance.

Chair Lewis called a recess that lasted from il:53 am to 12:03 pm

1. Review of Emerging Market Equity Managers

The Board briefly discussed the presentations of our Emerging Market Managers

J. Manager Review of DFA

Hugo informed the Board that the report on DFA was the first one that he had written under
the Board's policy of delegating some of our investment manager due diligence to staff. The
Board agreed that the format and information presented was informative. Hugo mentioned
that Carolyn had reviewed his memo.

K. NEPC Work Plan for 2017

Hugo informed the Board that at the June meeting we would be reviewing Real Estate
investment opportunities.

L. Calendarfor 20i7

Chair Lewis mentioned that he may want to change the date for the August meeting
reminded the Board that the June meeting starts at io am.

Hugo

M. Quarterly Investment Performance Analysis

Hugo informed the Board that given the late hour and that we had spent time reviewing
investment performance earlier in the meeting, we would not be reviewing the Quarterly
Investment report in great detail.
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N. Preliminary Review of 20i7 Actuarial Valuation

Hugo mentioned that since we had some individuals in the room who are new to the
actuarial process he thought it might be helpful for him to outline the process we will follow.
Typically, the actuarial process takes several months from start to 6lnish. The initial meeting
usually involves a preliminary presentation to the Board that is followed by questions G'om
the Board and District. The actuary usually returns at the next meeting with a presentation
that includes additional information and answers to the questions asked by the Board and
District. Depending on the complexity of the issues that need to be addressed, the process
can continue for several months. Usually, by the end of summer the Board had determined
the District's contribution for the current fiscal year.

Graham Schmidt and Anne Harper from Cheiron discussed their presentation entitled,
"Preliminary Results and Amortization Policy". Anne began by discussing the change in the
District's contribution for the 20i7/i8 fiscal year. The report showed an increase in the
District's contribution from $46.7 million to $5i.7 million. The contribution as a percentage
of payroll decreased h'om 34.i3% to 33.69%. The bulk of the increase in the District's
contribution was a result of the substantial increase in the District's projected Fiscal Year
payrolla 0

Anne discussed the funding ratio on a market value increasing from 63.3% to 65.g%, while
on an actuarial basis it decreased form 68.7% to 68%. She later discussed that some of this
decrease was a result of how Cheiron is recommending the Board treat the District's
contribution for the first six months of 20i7.

Graham and Anne discussed the historical treatment of the receivable from the District for
the contributions due in the first six months of the calendar year. Graham mentioned that he
thought it was more appropriate to consider only the receivable that is a result of the
unfunded liability as an asset for the Plan. The receivable that is a result of the "normal cost"
would not be counted as an asset. The amortization of the receivable was discussed.

Graham and Anne reviewed the concept of closed layered amortization and reminded the
Board that they had approved the concept last year. Graham mentioned that when the Board
approved the new amortization methodology they were told that the period to be used would
be decided as part of the 2017 valuation process. The Board discussed the concept of
"layered amortization", the types of gains and losses to be amortized and the appropriate
period to use to amortize these gains or losses. The Board requested that at the June
meeting Graham include information utilizing i5, 20 and 25 years for each layer.

The Board also briefly discussed the assumed rate of return and requested that next month
Graham return with figures showing the impact of reducing this rate from 7.25% to 7.o%.

Hugo mentioned that we have fewer than three weeks until the next meeting and this might
impact the amount of information Cheiron is able to provide.

O. Amortization Policy

This was addressed in the prior section

P. GASB 67/68 Report
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Graham discussed the GARB 67/68 report

Chair Lewis calls for recess at approx- i:32 pm and the meeting resumed at i:36 pm

Q. aoi7 Draft Financials

Robert Gri#en from Williams, Adley presented the draft 20t6 Financials. He mentioned that
everything looked good and that the final draft would be presented at the June meeting. He
discussed GARB 72 implementation and mentioned that the draft did not have any GARB
disclosure. The GASB 7z disclosure was being prepared and should be ready for the Board
to review it at the June meeting

R. Payment of Disability Retirement Benefit to Raymond Robbins

Hugo reported that Mr. Robbins is still not in pay status

s. Paratransit Employees in the Retirement Plan

Hugo mentioned that this item will be presented to the Board at its July meeting

T. Retirement System Manager Report

Hugo reported that he is working on setting up an opportunity for Board members to drive a
bus and tour a division Hugo informed the Board that we have contacted the five agreed
upon Hearing Officers and they are all willing to serve as Hearing Officers. Chair Lewis
requested to see a list of the Hearing Officers. Hugo reported on the first meeting to review
the Plan Redraft. Russ mentioned that he needed to make some changes to the document

MOTION ': 'WILLIAMS/RIEMER(5-o-o-o)

Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain
Absent:

Member Willis, Lee, Roemer, Vice Chair Williams, and Chair Lewis - 5
None
None
None

Motions were made and seconded to authorize Bertha and Albert to attend the CALAPRS
Benefits Roundtable in Burbank on June 2"d and to authorize Hugo to attend the CAl:.APRS
Board meeting on June 22nd and the Administrators Roundtable on June 23rd in Glendale.

U. Closed Session at approx. l:53 pm

N/A

V. Resume Open Session 2:i8 pm

Legal Counsel Russ Richeda reported on Closed Session Agenda as follows

There was no report out of Closed Session

ADJOURNMENT
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MOTION: Riemer/Willis(5-o-o-o)

The Board adjourned its meeting at 2:lg pm
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